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2 See Through T Shirts Nylon Pantyhose Fabric
$34.95 

Color

black / black

Size

one size  

Quantity

1

2 See Through T Shirts Nylon Pantyhose Fabric

2 sheer T shirts with long sleeves, fabric like a pantyhose, polyamide (nylon) in microfiber quality, made of nylon pantyhose fabric.

one size fits most: XS - small - medium - large, Plus Size

color: black, beige - skin, white, ivory, dark brown

 Share   Tweet    +1

You might also like

A D D  T O  C A R T

Basic T-Shirt V Neck 3/4 Sleeve
$24.95

Basic T-Shirt round neck half drapped sleeves
$19.95
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Basic Rib Shirt Turtleneck
$29.95
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BEST WEAR - Fashion Shirts Basics Casual Style
See Through Clothing Wikipedia

Sheer Layer Clothing Shirts

BEST WEAR - Sheer Fashion

Sheer Basics Shirts Tops - Fine soft Microfiber Quality -
See Through Fashion - Casual or elegant style. 
Transparent tank tops, short sleeve, long sleeve. Sheer thin nylon pantyhose. Tight and seductive second
skin look for layered clothing. For men and women.

Sheer Shirts – Finest Microfiber Quality.

See Through Fashion – casual or elegant

SEE THROUGH SHIRTS, SEE THROUGH TOPS AND PANTYHOSES.

Tight and seductive second skin look.
We offer a collection of long sleeves, short sleeves and tank tops for man and woman.

Enjoy this collection of See through tight fit shirts. Use these sheer shirts also for Layer Clothing.

Google+ See Thru Shirts

Sheer Clothes

 

E-Mail: shopify.sheershirts@gmail.com

Internet:

Sheer Clothes

More links where our see through shirts are listed. A sheer shirt is perfect for layer clothing, for clubbing or dancing.

Combine them with other tops or lingerie for a seductive second skin look:
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Look out for discount code at our Facebook page

Wikipedia-Links:

More information about sheer fabrics and See Through Clothing.

Sheer fabric
Sheer fabric is fabric which is made using thin thread and/or low density of knit ... in other clothing has become more common in recent years
... 
 
See-through clothing
See-through clothing is any garment of clothing made with lace , mesh or sheer material that allows the wearer's body or undergarment ... 
 
Ultra sheer refers to very light deniers of stockings or pantyhose, usually 10 or less. The denier of a stocking refers to the thickness of the
nylon yarn used in the fabric. The greater the denier, the more durable the material and less prone to tearing (or "getting a run"). Ultra sheer
stockings have a very light transparency and a high sheen. 
 
Glossary of hosiery terms 
 
Seeing Trough Clothes - Google Books
 

How To Layer Clothing and Look Fashionable

Layering clothing is something many women love, but sometimes it can go wrong and the outfit becomes messy and bulky. In order to look
... 
 

See Through Shirts Blog on wordpress

See Through Shirts at SHOPWIKI:

 

German Store for see through clothing sheer shirts and tops

YouTube channel:

video see through shirts on youtube
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Sheer Shirts

Be in the know

Sign up for the latest news, offers and styles
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